Loudness growth functions and EABR characteristics in Digisonic cochlear implantees.
Electrically evoked auditory brainstem responses (EABRs) and loudness functions were measured in 14 subjects equipped with an MXM Digisonic cochlear implant. EABRs were evoked by 75-Hz pulse trains presented on the apical electrode. Loudness functions at the same rate and at a rate more conventional for psychoacoustic measurements (300 Hz) were measured using a categorical loudness-scaling procedure. The results revealed a significant difference in the loudness functions measured at 75 and 300 Hz, loudness increasing more steeply with stimulus intensity for the latter rate. Significant correlations between EABR wave V thresholds and perceptual thresholds measured at both 75 and 300 Hz were observed. Furthermore, in 8 out of the 14 patients, EABR wave V saturated at a stimulus level corresponding precisely to the loudest bearable, i.e. "Too loud" level for the 300-Hz stimulation rate; this same level corresponded to the "Comfortable" loudness level for the 75-Hz stimulation rate. On average, an almost linear relationship was observed over the first half of the loudness range between the stimulus intensity, expressed as a pulse duration in log units, and wave V amplitude in dB. Although further investigation is required before maximum comfort levels can be predicted reliably from EABR measures in individual subjects, these results indicate new directions regarding the estimation of perceptual dynamic range limits on the basis of EABR measures in cochlear implantees.